Sleep occupies nearly a third of human’s life and acts as a critical daily function, helping our body to balance and regulate vital systems. However, in the United States, more than 35% of the population is sleep deprived. Therefore, quantifying sleep quality is important and has significant clinical value in detecting and diagnosing various sleep-related disorders. Unfortunately, the current “gold standard” for studying patients’ sleep is obtrusive, expensive, and often inaccurate.

In this talk, I will introduce our wearable and radio-based sensing systems that promise unobtrusive, low-cost, and accurate sleep study for in-hospital and in-home settings. I will start with a sensing system that is able to unobtrusively monitor breathing volume and detect sleep disorder breathing in patients using radio signals from afar. I will then discuss an in-ear wearable sensing system that can simultaneously monitor human’s brain activities, eye movement, and facial movement, which are critical for fine-grained sleep stage monitoring. I will also identify other potential uses of these systems in a broader context of health care, such as monitoring eating habits and disorders, improving neurological surgery practice, and detecting seizure. I will conclude the talk by discussing my on-going research as well as my future directions to improve current health care practices through the development of other innovative cyber-physical healthcare systems.
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